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Abstract: This paper brings clustering protocol which divides the whole network to variable radiuses with virtual
circles where radiuses of each virtual circles and the cluster size will increase with the increase in distance from the
base station. In this protocol leader node is introduced which is responsible for collecting and compressing data in each
cluster from their ordinary neighbor node and sending them to head cluster. Simulation result demonstrate that
proposed protocol in comparison with protocol such as LEACH , DSBCA and TCAC increases the network lifetime
and makes network energy efficient across the network.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advancement in hardware technology provides small sensors with limited energy, computing power and wireless
communication capability. Nodes placed in the network senses various data from the network and perform processing
after that send message to the base station directly or in multi hop fashion.WSN can be deployed in the circumstances
such as military, healthcare [1-3] natural disaster where human cannot withstand affectively .But the major drawback of
sensors is that they have limited memory, low power & energy constrained due to their small size. Wireless network
can be deployed in extreme environment conditions. Sensor needs battery power for the operation such as data
collection, data evaluation and to communicate with one another .When the power vanished, the performance of sensor
completely stop. Due to this some information loss or sometime whole communication stops if that sensor is head node.
So one of the main concern in the WSN is energy because in some cases unsafe area there is no possibility of charging
or recharging the battery of the sensor [4 5].
So our main concern is how to make wireless sensor network energy efficient for that may technique are given which
are data aggregation minimizing control packets and topology control integration are provided. Data aggregation helps
in rising network lifetime by decreasing resources consumption. In this process combining of similar data is done
which are from the same event which reduces battery power & bandwidth. Routing mechanism has large share in
energy consumption so it should be efficiently used [6-8]. The challenging issues in WSN are routing, in which many
studies are also done. For increasing the lifetime clustering is also a major technique which reduces the energy
consumption by all the nodes in the network [9-10]. In the hierarchical routing nodes are elected as cluster head which
perform data collection and data aggregation. This technique save energy as it reduces intra cluster communication as
distance between cluster head and cluster nodes reduces due to which the amount of data deliver to base station is
reduced[11].Hierarchical routing in which cluster are formed are the best routing technique in which the whole network
is divided in clusters in which one node is elected as cluster which collects the data from the ordinary node and perform
data aggregation and send data to the base station which provide batter communication in topology management [1215]. In the homogeneous network all the sensor node are same in terms of energy and resources. Member of any cluster
may be fixed or variable that depends on the protocol which is used in the network.
In this paper, the new energy efficient protocol is proposed based on leader node as the whole network is divided into
virtual circles which helps in balancing of energy in the network .In this algorithm in each cluster one cluster head and
leader node is elected that are responsible for collecting and compressing of data from ordinary nodes in the cluster.
Leader node collects data from the ordinary node and performs data aggregation and then send data to cluster head and
data is forwarded to base station in multi hop view.
2. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many networks based on clustering are proposed saving of energy is the critical concern in designing
the wireless sensor network with clustering. Arrangement of nodes, architecture, characteristics operation and method
that have been developed are different for different protocol.
LEACH is the most famous & first energy efficient protocol with adaptive clustering of nodes. In this protocol each
node assigned with some probability & it’s used to become head of cluster for each data transmission round & to
become cluster head is rotated among cluster member. In this protocol single hop routing is used [19] and in the
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network sensor node is uniformly distributed. Every node generates a random number and comprising it with threshold
value which decides that node is cluster head in this round or not. Disadvantage of this protocol is that possibility of
low energy node to be a cluster head & longevity in the large scale network.
The power efficient gathering in sensor information system (PEGASIS) [23] protocol is not the clustering protocol but
this protocol reduces the size of data sent to base station by compression & remove redundant information. At the
beginning of each round chain is formed & process of formation of chain is centralized & decentralized approach.
In HEED the sensor node based on probability to hybrid of energy are provided to each node based on that only sensor
node with higher residual energy & also decreases intra communication cost become the cluster head[24] which is
basically a multi level energy feature to elect cluster head .in this multi hop routing protocol is used
An energy efficient clustering scheme in wireless sensor networks (EECS)[25] protocol candidate of cluster head
having constant & specific radius start compete with other candidate & node with the highest remaining energy will be
elected as the cluster head. This protocol overcomes the drawback of LEACH protocol .But the drawback of this
protocol is the increase in data overhead.
Unequal cluster based routing protocol (UCR) [26] is a hierarchical based routing protocol. Cluster head selection
process is same as EECS protocol but the radiuses of node is variable so that nodes always from the main centre have
larger radiuses which is due to cluster size nearer to the centre be small so that less energy in inter cluster
communication is utilized which helps in energy consumption in the network .
In the topology controlled adaptive clustering (TCAC) [27] protocol is the balances the load on the cluster head by
proper distribution of the cluster head .It works in decentralized way. First of all ,random nodes is elected as cluster
head candidate & than as the EECS protocol elected as cluster head .Secondly, cluster head send hello message to all
other node in the network .After this stage. Ordinary node using prioritize table choose their cluster head. After this,
cluster head recognize their number. In this protocol data is send to BS in single hop process. Drawback of this protocol
is lots of data overhead & each node has to send data twice to its cluster head.
Energy aware clustering algorithm with non uniform distributed node (EADC) uses an energy aware algorithm. It
consists of three phases: Information collection phase, in this process each node sends their information to the other
node through its IDs & informs about its remaining energy with a fixed radius. In the next phase, cluster head
competition is done. In which any node which fails to send the head message sends in a certain interval. In the last
phase, cluster information is done. Each ordinary node selects cluster head to sends its data which is based on the
residual energy of the node & average residual energy to the neighboring node. In the sending of data to the BS, if the
distance is less than the threshold distance which protocol parameter then it sends data directly otherwise in a multi hop
fashion. In local energy consumption prediction based clustering protocol (LECP-CP) [35] in which cluster head is
elected based on the local energy consumption prediction. Routing tree is used to done inter cluster communication in
the network but intra- cluster communication is performed directly. If the distance of node from the BS is less than the
threshold distance than it sends its data directly to the BS otherwise through multi-hop routing tree & this phase is
known as data transmission.
3 PROTOCOL DETAILS
The main objective of this paper is to design energy efficient protocol for homogeneous wireless sensor network which
is based on the cluster head & leader node which balances the load in the network & validate the result with the
existence benchmarks. In this protocol each node are provided with some responsibility according to their position in
the network. In this protocol node with proper positioning & maximum residual energy is elected as cluster head which
is changed cyclically in each round. In this protocol there are two phases set up phase and steady phase
3.1 Network model & assumption:
All the assumptions of the proposed protocol are as follows:
 Nodes deployed in the network are random
 All the nodes are homogeneous and they are distributed uniformly.
 All the nodes are same in the resource & initial energy.
 Base station is located at the center of the network
 All the nodes are dynamic in the nature and do not have GPS.
The model which is used in the protocol is simplified model [19] for the energy consumption in communication when a
node sends k bits of packet which is as follows:
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If distance d≤ do than free space model is used otherwise multi path fading channel is used.
The consumption of energy when nodes received packet k is as follows:

Data aggregation energy will be computed as
Eagg = Energy required for aggregation a bit * K * no. of message
3.2 Set Up Phase:
The set up phase is divided into three phase, first phase is cluster head selection, selection of leader node & next hop
selection phase is the last phase.
3.2.1 Phase 1: Election of cluster head
Protocol makes distribution of cluster head efficiently. Balancing of cluster head is also done through suitable
distribution of cluster head which also helps in decrease in intra cluster communication. The main criteria of protocol
are to choose the suitable node for cluster head so that increase in the energy efficient of the network & lifetime of the
network increases. By using Euclidean distance algorithm every node have the distance estimation of all the other node.
Steps of this process are as follows:
 base station broadcast HELLO MESSAGE to all the network in the node with its ID
 All the nodes estimate there distance to BS according to received signal strength.
 all the node include its ID broadcast initial message to all the network with a initial message
After this all the node calculates the cluster head R CH using the following equation:

Rmin is the size of cluster which is minimum size & it is taken as parameter for the protocol dBSmin is the distance in
between the nearest node & base station dBSmax is the farthest node distance & the base station. After this each node
calculate the value.

α , β , γ are constant between 0 & 1 whoes sum is 1 ,Ndeg is the amount of neignbouring node with RCH radius ,
MSDdeg is the mean square of distance between neighbouring node
After the calculating of MCH-value each node generate random number between 0 & 1. If the random value generated
in less than MCH-value than that node consider itself as the volunteer cluster head candidate . After this all the cluster
head candidate based on criteria of RCH radius & residual energy elected as cluster head & than message all other
nodes in the network with its IDs as cluster head & all neighbour node determines its cluster head IDs based on
received signal strength.
3.2.2 Phase 2 : Election of leader node
In the protocol only cluster head are elected to collect data from the normal node but in this protocol leader node is also
introduced to take data from the node & data aggregation is done in large amount which also decreases the distance of
communication in the network by which nodes density also aggeft the intra cluster energy. To choose proper node for
the leader node , all the ordinary node calculate MLN value.

Mdeg is the number of neigbouring node within leader radius, KLN is the number of nodes for leader node .
η and λ are the constant weight between 0 and 1.
Node with heigher residual energy based on MLN value will be elected as leader node & broadcast its ID in the
network & all the node based on its signal strength estimate its distance from that node.
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3.2.3 Phase 3: Next Hop selection
If the node is the ordinary node that each node consider its cluster as next destination to transfer data . If the distance
between the cluster head is larger than the leader node than next hop is leader node otherwise to cluster head.If the
node is cluster head than its next hop will be the nearest head. Transmission of message in its protocol is done in
TDMA program.
3.3 Steady state phase:
In this protocol data aggregation is done in all the cluster head & leader node .After that they will transfer aggregate
data to base station in a multi hop fashion.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 1 Multilayer structure of scenario of network
In this paper main target is to achieve energy efficient protocol.the main criteria used to determine the protocol is the
lifetime of the network. The lifetime is the time when network starts for work to a round when the first node to release
energy and is called resistant to change period.
All the simulation and model are prepared and conducted in the MATLAB software and the placement of nodes is
completely random. Simulation parameters of the proposed protocol are as follows:
 area of the network is taken as (0,0)-(100,100)
 The base station is located at the center of the network, number of nodes in the network is 100
 The Initial energy of all nodes is 0.5J
 Free space channel model (Efs ) is 50 nj/bits
 multi path fading channel model (Emp) is 0.0013pj/bits/m
 distance threshold (do) 87m
 Data aggregation energy (Eda ) 5Nj/bits/signal
 DP size data packet size in bit is 4000
 CP size control packet size in bit is 200
Proposed protocol is evaluated and compared with the bencgmark protocol such as LEACH ,TCAC, and a balanced
clustering algorithm with distributed self organisation for wireless sensor network (DSBCA) based on important
criteria such as performance of packet deliver to BS,Performance of packet deliver to cluster head, energy consuption,
remaining energy , performance of node alive in the WSN, Performance of selection of cluster head. According to the
comparision the technique proposed in this paper is scalable and can improve energy efficiency in the network with
different sizes.
Figure 2 is the data bits transmitted in the network which is shown in the figure 1.last bit is the parity bit which is used
to determine the error detection process. Figure 3 is the error detection at the receiver in the proposed model of the
network
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Figure 2 Transmitted data bits in the network

Figure 3 Error detection at the receiver

As in the figure 4 the performance of node alive in the network is determined and is compared with the protocol such
as LEACH , TCAC , DSBCA. The value suggest that the proposed protocol has extended the number of alive node in
the network with more round and enhance the network performance. Moreover it is clear from the figure that instability
period for proposed network is also improved in the network which is the death of the first node to the last node .It also
clarifies that the proposed protocol has better distribution and network coverage .

Figure 4: Performance of nodes alive in WSN
Figure 5 shows the performance of selection of cluster head shows that as the number of rounds increases selected
cluster head count decreases as radius of each virtual circle and the size of each cluster will increase with increase with
the increasing distance from the base station.

Figure 5 performance of selection of cluster head
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Figure 6 shows the total number of packets received by BS by the proposed protocol in comparison with LEACH,
TCAC, and DSBCA protocol. the results depicts that performance is same for all the protocol but it increases when the
number of rounds increase that means with increase of round the packet deliver to BS increases with the proposed
protocol which reflects the best performance of proposed protocol

Figure 6: Performance of packet deliver to BS
Figure 7 shows the performance of packet deliver to cluster head is determined by the number of packet deliver to
cluster head in each round which is also increases as the number of round increases in the network.

Figure 7: performance of packet deliver to CH
Figure 8 shows that energy consumption the reduces in comparison to the other protocol and it shows that energy
consumption and immediate changes of energy consumption per round for proposed protocol is much less than LEACH
, TCAC and DSBCA protocol that demonstrates the balanced and uniform energy consumption throughout the network
of proposed protocol

Figure 8: Energy consumption
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Figure 9 shows the remaining energy in the network. It is the residual energy in the network at the end of each round
for proposed protocol is more than LEACH, TCAC and DSBCA protocols .this describes the best improved
performance of proposed protocol in terms of reducing energy consumption per round. Moreover, the percentage of
residual energy after the death of first node is also reduces
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, energy saving protocol was instigate that utilizes essential circles that form multilayer circular structure
across the network and innovative method for intra cluster communication which balances the distribution of energy
utilization across the network and also causing load balancing, proposed protocol increased network lifetime notably in
such a way that the lifetime of network increased with the proposed protocol.
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